The natural language to describe a symmetry break/phase transition is the one of collective symmetry-adapted modes (Landau Theory) primary distortion mode : order parameter normalization: |e 1 | 2 + |e 2 | 2 + |e 3 | 2 + 2 |e 4 | 2 =1 (within a unit cell) Modes in the description of the statics (STRUCTURE) of a distorted solid:
Normal (static) coordinates stiffness coefficients (Free) Energy around the high-symmetry non-distorted configuration: 
G H
Switchable quantities are those that were zero in G ("spontaneous" in F) Order of mm2 = 4 P P P
Hierarchy of modes:
Von Neumann principle:
all modes/variables compatible with the symmetry will be present in the total distortion ….
But not all with the same weight!: To know which is the "proper" ferroic property, one has to identify the order parameter symmetry (irrep or irreps of G)
General Rules
To know which is the symmetry F of the distorted phase, one can then use the invariance equation:
for a given symmetry break
T[g] Q = Q g belongs to H H
Knowing the pair of symmetries (G,F) is sufficient to predict all ferroic properties (but not their magnitudes!).
secondary spontaneous ferroic variables ("improper" ferroic properties):
Polynomial of order n (faintness index) 
